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Abstract
The exit timedecomposition of a set yields a description of the transport through the set as well as a visualization of the invariantstructures inside it. We construct several sets, based on the orderingproperties for orbits of twist maps, that are computationally easier todeal with than the construction of resonances. Furthermore these sets can be constructed for four and higherdimensional twist mappings. For the four dimensional case—using theexample of Froeshlé—we find “practically” invariant volumes surrounding elliptic fixed points. The boundaries ofthese regions are remarkably sharp, and apart from some “holes”, theregions appear to be connected.
1. Introduction
An understanding oftransport phenomena in symplectic mappings is of importance in manyapplications including plasma confinement, particle accelerators, chemicalreaction dynamics, and fluid mixing 1-3. Indeed, the Poincaré mapping for any Hamiltoniansystem is symplectic, and Hamiltonian descriptions are fundamental for mostphysical systems.
	The primary goal of a transport theory is to characterize the rates atwhich phase space volume moves from one region to another. Often theregions of interest are dictated by the application—for example in a particle accelerator the phase space domain correspondingto a well collimated, low temperature beam—or one may choose the regionsto study the transition between qualitatively different kinds ofmotion.
	Understanding transport is a first step in the statistical analysis ofdynamical systems. If a system has simple statistical properties, then itcould be treated using ergodic theory. Such systems include Anosov systems,Bernoulli systems, and the like. For example, a measure preservingtransformation f of a finite measure space with measure m is said tobe mixing if given any two measurable sets A and B, m(fn(A)«B) Æ m(A)m(B) as nÆ•. Unfortunately suchideal properties are rarely found in physically motivated maps.
	For the case of two dimensional maps, the description of transport interms of turnstiles 4, resonances 5,6 and lobes7 is well developed and efficient. The turnstile picture gives good predictions as to the scalingof transport near its onset, and describes the most effective barriers totransport (the cantori). The resonances give a complete partition of phasespace into dynamically distinct behaviors 5,8. A complete description of transport can be given in terms of the iteratesof the lobes of the turnstiles of these resonances; unfortunately, the lobedynamics approach does not provide insight into transport rates, nor intothe fundamental question of the existence of algebraic decays. Simple approximatedescriptions of this transport process, in terms of a Markoviandescription, while yielding easily computable predictions, give only aqualitative and difficult to justify description of the transport (including an explanation for algebraic decay 9)except in special cases where they are quantitatively accurate 10.
	For symplectic maps of four or more dimensions, it is difficult toobtain a description of transport in terms of escape through turnstiles, except in the special case of a two dimensional map with aturnstile that  is weakly coupled to an integrable two dimensional map11. Otherwise, for fully coupled 4d mappings, there has not been aconstruction of turnstiles or resonances.
	Nonetheless, as we will show below, it is quite clear computationallythat structures analogous to resonances exist in these systems. In fact onewould like to develop a notion of “practical stability”—orbits are trapped in a region of phase space for all practical purposeseven if, as one believes, many will eventually escape by the Arnol’dmechanism (Arnol’d diffusion). Practical stability would extend thetheory of Nekhoroshev 12, which guarantees that the actions of an integrable Hamiltonian perturbedby O(e) will drift only by O(e) inexponentially long times (these ideas are exploited in the work of13). Our concern is not this case of weak perturbation, but that of fullycoupled systems.
	In this paper we develop several new statistical measures describingtransport. These are based on the exit time decomposition of a set6, which we review in §2. The sets we consider are tailored to probing the orbits trapped in theneighborhood of an elliptic periodic orbit. 
	For the case of twist maps, the Lagrangian description of the dynamicsleads to the notion that orbits trapped near an elliptic (minimax) orbitmust live in the orbit of the gaps formed by its hyperbolic (minimizing)partner. We discuss the exit time decomposition the set based on these gaps in §5 and prove that the set oforbits trapped forever in the strips is identical to those orbits trappedin the resonance. We also introduce the concept of the width of an orbit in§6, which is easier to compute than the escape from the orbit of gaps sincethe hyperbolic orbit need not be computed. The set of orbits with widthless than one is also identical to the invariant set of the resonance.
	Generalizations of these concepts to higher dimensions are discussedin §7.
2. Exit Times
A typical questionone would like to answer is illustrated by the case of a periodically drivenfrictionless pendulum. Suppose the pendulum is initially swinging back andforth. What is the probability that n periods later it will be rotating?There is a region in phase space that corresponds to rocking motion. The fraction of initial states that exit thisregion in exactly n periods is the desired probability. In order to discussquestions like these, we introduce several measures of escape times.
	Let f be a mapping on some phase space, and A and B be sets in thisspace. As a basis for our statistical measures we focus attention on theminimum time for points of A to reach B. Define a crossing timefunction t: AÆ[0,•] by 
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If B is thecomplement of A then the crossing time function is called the exittime and denoted t+. 	If the map f is invertible, wedefine the backward exit time for a point aŒA as
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The transittime for a point in A is the sum of the forward and backward exit timesfor that point.
	The subset of points in A that exit in time j is denoted Ej, those that have backward exit time j are denoted Ij (for incoming), and those with transit time j aredenoted Tj. The exit set for A is the set E ∫ E1,and the entry set is I = I1. If theset A is measurable then so are various sets defined by the exit timefunctions. 
	The survival sequence associated with A is the sequence{sj} where sj is the measure of the set of pointsin A that exit in time greater than or equal to j. The escape timedistribution, ej ∫ sj+1– sj, is the measure of particles thatescape at time j.
3. Twist Maps
For our purposes atwist map is an exact symplectic map†† A mapping is exact symplectic if the integral of y dx over an arbitraryclosed loop is invariant upon iteration. 
	(x¢,y¢) = f(x,y)	(3)
on Td¥Rd, such that the map j: (x,y) Æ(x,x¢(x,y)) is a diffeomorphism 14,15 It issufficient that the matrix ∂x¢/∂y be nonsingular, and we will require this to be the case.We denote an orbit by the sequence (xt, yt) =f(xt-1,yt-1).
	A twist map can written in a Lagrangian form L: (xt-1,xt) Æ (xt,xt+1), and anorbit of such a map is determined by a sequence {...xt,xt+1,.....}. Often we will consider a lift of the map in order to distinguish betweenorbits that rotate and those that do not, so that the configuration xŒRd, rather than Td.
	An important property of orbits of a twist map is the frequencyvector , wŒRd, defined as the limit
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if it exists. Inparticular, a periodic orbit is defined by the condition xt+n =xt+m, so it has a rational frequency w = m/n, wheremŒZd, and n is the minimal period of the orbit.
	The standard example of a twist mapping is
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where the potentialv(x) is periodic, v(x+m) = v(x) for mŒZd. The map canbe expressed in Lagrangian form as
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For the twodimensional case, (5) becomes the “standard map” upon the choice
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For all k>0 thismap has hyperbolic fixed points p and q located at (-.5,0 ) and (.5, 0 ). These points are connected byheteroclinic orbits going from the first to the second and from the secondback to the first forming a heteroclinic cycle. There is an elliptic fixedpoint located at (0,0) for 0<k<4. This orbit becomes reflection hyperbolic for larger values of k.
	We will also study a four dimensional example of (5) in §7. 
4. Resonance Zones
One way in whichorbits can be grouped into sets with similar properties is in terms ofresonances: a resonance zone for a hyperbolic periodic orbit is a region of phase space within whichorbits have motion “similar” to that of the periodic orbit. The boundary of the resonance isconstructed from initial segments of stable and unstable manifold of thehyperbolic orbit; an initial segment of stable manifold is a segment from the periodic point to some end point,e.g. from the point q to the point a in fig. 1. A resonancezone is a compact region bounded by alternating initial segments of stable andunstable manifolds that intersect only in their endpoints. In order to fixthe value of the resonance area, choose an intersection of initialsegments that minimizes the area. In fig. 1 we show the fixed point resonance zone,R, for the standard map at k = 2. The boundary of R is formed by initialsegments of stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle points p =(-0.5, 0) and q = (0.5, 0). These segments also intersect at the heteroclinic points a andb.
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Fig. 1 Resonance for the standard map at k = 2.0. The resonance boundary isthe thick curve, the points p and q are the hyperbolic fixedpoints, e is the elliptic fixed point and a and b are heteroclinic points.The exit set consists of the two regions labeled E, and the entryset of the two labeled I. The upper and lower turnstiles consist of the entry sets together with the preimages of theentry sets (what one might call the incoming sets). Two invariant curvesfrom the family that encloses the elliptic fixed point are also shown.
	When 0<k<4 the central feature of the resonance is the elliptic island thatis centered at the elliptic fixed point e with coordinates (0,0). Forlarger k this fixed point is unstable (hyperbolic with reflection);however, since p and q are still hyperbolic the resonance can still be constructed.
	More generally a resonance is constructed from periodic orbits withfrequency m/n. For the case of a twist mapping on the cylinder Aubry-Mathertheory 16,17 implies that for every w there exist special orbits called minimizing orbits; these are genericallyhyperbolic. Let {xt} denote a minimizing orbit with frequency(m,n). These orbits are ordered in the sense that for two pointsxt, xt¢ on the orbit and any j Œ Z,
	xt < xt¢ + j  ﬁ xt+1 < xt¢+1 + j	(8)
This implies, inparticular, that the points xt lie on the circle in the sameorder as the points mt/n. Furthermore the orbit can be organized into anorbit of gaps—let xt+r be the nearest point to the right of xt on the minimizingorbit; then the gap gt is defined as
	gt = {x: xt < x < xt+r}. 	(9)
By the orderingcondition, one can consider the mapping to act on the gaps, f(gt) ∫ gt+1. If the minimizing orbit is unique, then the set of its gaps covers thecircle.
	Associated with each minimizing periodic orbit, there are minimizinghomoclinic orbits, xt±, that live in thegaps of the minimizing orbit, xt±Œgt. The right-going homoclinic xt+ is forward asymptoticto the orbit of the right endpoint of the gap and backward asymptotic toits left endpoint; similarly xt- labels the left-going homoclinic. Switching back to x-y coordinates, we can use these orbits toconstruct the boundary of the resonance, by choosing some point on theright-going homoclinic orbit to switch from unstable to stable manifoldforming the upper resonance boundary and similarly a point on the left-going homoclinic orbit to form the lowerresonance boundary.
	Any orbit that remains forever inside a resonance has the samerotation frequency as the resonance.
	One may imagine coloring points in the resonance zone according to theirexit or transit times. In this case the color would change only uponcrossing a stable or unstable manifold of the hyperbolic periodic orbit.The reason is that discontinuities of the exit time occur only at points whose forward orbits intersect the boundary of the resonance zone. Since the boundary is composed of segments of stableand unstable manifolds, the orbits of discontinuity points in the interiorof the zone must land on a segment of stable manifold in the exit set.
	There are several difficulties with the computation of this decomposition.First one has to construct the resonance zone and its exit and entry sets,and then the algorithm has to decide whether a point is contained withinsome preimage of the exit set or not—a computation that becomes increasingly difficult as the preimages become folded and stretched.Furthermore and most importantly, the construction of resonance zones andtheir exit sets cannot be carried out for higher dimensions, at least notin terms of the stable and unstable manifolds of a periodic orbit since these have at most half the dimension of thephase space for a symplectic map.
5. Escape from theStrip
Nonetheless, wewould like to group orbits that have similar behavior together. One suchgrouping is in terms of the rotation frequency vector of an orbit, if it exists: orbits with the same frequency can be viewed as similar.
	Consider for the moment the two dimensional case, and the set oforbits that do not rotate—those with rotation frequency zero. More simply consider the orbits whose xcoordinate remains in the interval [-0.5,0.5], the gap between thehyperbolic fixed points. Thus we compute the exit time decomposition of thevertical strip
	 V = {(x,y): -.5 ≤ x ≤ .5}.	(10)
	The exit andentry sets for V, which overlap, are easily obtained analytically for anyparticular mapping. For example, in the case of the standard map the exitset is
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while the entry setis
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These are sketched in Fig. 2 for the standard map. Note that the fixedpoint resonance is approximately outlined after a single iteration. Ingeneral, for a twist map, the vertical boundaries of V map to curves thatare the graphs over the x-axis, and therefore the region that does not exit in one iterate forward or backward iscompact.
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Fig. 2 Exit and entry sets for the vertical strip when k = 2. The darkregion is in both E and I, and thus has a transit time of2.

	Let U denote the set of all points in the x-y plane whose orbits arecontained in V. It is clear that the invariant set U is contained in thewhite region of Fig. 2 and therefore is compact. It has a complicatedfractal structure because of the heteroclinic cycle associated with the fixed point resonance. 
	Numerical computations for some finite number of iterations give anindication of the structure of U. In Fig. 3 we show the exit time decomposition of V.Note that the discontinuities in the colors become increasingly similar tothe stable manifolds of the fixed points. Figure 4 shows the transit timedecomposition; here the discontinuities are caused by curves that approximate both stable and unstablemanifolds. The black regions contain U; it consists of a large connectedcomponent surrounding e as well as disconnected islands. In the figures one can see black islandscorresponding to a period 7 oscillating island chain. Since only 32 iterations have beendone, a number of features are not  seen; for example, there is a pair ofperiod five islands embedded in the connected chaotic component of theresonance zone. These are within the connected black component of the figures; however, exit time computationsfor larger times also outline these features.
Fig. 3.Exit time decomposition of the strip V for k = 2. The domain of the figureis (-0.5,0.5)¥(-1.0,1.0). Escape times 1,2,3,4,5,...} correspondto the colors {red, green, blue, yellow, light blue, ...}. Black points stay in for atleast 32 iterates (SEE NOTE AT THE END OF THE PAPER REGARDING COLORFIGURES). 
Fig. 4 Transit time decomposition of the strip V for k = 2. The map wasiterated 32 times forward and backward. Red corresponds to a transit timeof 2, with the colors incremented as in Fig 3. The dust of light bluepoints correspond to those with transit times of 61--63.
	The escapetime distribution, et, the fraction of trajectories escapingper unit time, is shown in Fig 5 for several parameter values. Thedistribution appears to decay as t-a, thought it is difficult to determine a over the computation time. Similar computations of the distribution(called the “trapping statistics”) using the quadratic mapping for108 iterates gave a ª 2.5 18, and for the 107 iterates ofthe standard map a ª2.45  19,20 (here thedistribution of “Poincaré recurrences” was computed; this is proportional to the integral of the escape timedistribution).
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Fig. 5Escape Time distribution for the standard map using the widthfunction—see §6. The calculations were done on a 500¥500pixel grid on the domain (–.5,.5)¥(–1,1), except for k = 4.5 which used a 700¥700 grid. Thedistribution is the relative measure escaping per unit time for thoseparticles that do eventually escape. The large fluctuations whenet is small are statistical in nature.
	We can showthat the maximal invariant set inside the resonance zone is equal to themaximal invariant set in the strip V. Thus the set of points that have long exit times from the stripapproximates the maximal invariant set in the resonance zone.
Hypothesis A: Let f be a twist map of the plane with a hyperbolicfixed points p and q. We assume there is a choice of initialsegments of the stable, Ws, and unstable, Wu,manifolds of p and q such that a resonance zone can be constructed within the vertical strip V= {(x,y): p(p) ≤ x ≤ p(q)} (see Fig. 6).Here, p denotes the projection onto the x-axis. Let a and b designate the right- and left-going heteroclinic points at which the switch fromWu to Ws occurs, respectively, and let va and vb denote the vertical lines through a and b, respectively. We further assume that the upper resonance boundaryintersects va only at a, and the lower resonance boundaryintersects vb only at b.
	These assumptions are verified numerically for the standard map. Theycan also be proved to hold for the mapping (3) when the potential v(x) isbimodal and when k is large enough. In this case there is a choice of homoclinic point for which the resonance boundaries areLipschitz graphs 21; this is sufficient for the validity ofhypothesis A.
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Fig.6 Assumptions on the geometry of the resonance, R. For hypothesis A, Rmust be contained in the strip between p and q, and the verticals through the heteroclinic points a and bintersect the upper and lower boundaries, respectively, at only one point.For hypothesis B, each turnstile and and its iterate must be separated bythe verticals through a and b, respectively.
Under theseassumptions we have the result:
Theorem1: For a twist map satisfying hypothesis A, the maximal invariantsubset of V is contained in the resonance R.
We begin the proofwith a simpler proposition. Denote the vertical line through q byvq, and choose another vertical line l to the left ofq, see Fig 7. Let S denote the open strip between l and vq. We denote by Ws[c,d) the half open segment of theright-going stable manifold of q between points c and d. Thepoint of l « Ws closest to q along Ws is denoted a. Thusthe open segment of stable manifold Ws(a,q) iscontained in S. By the Jordon curve theorem, the set S-Ws(a,q) is the disjoint union of two open connected sets T and B, with T“above” B. 
Proposition2: Every point in the closure of T that does not belong to Ws[a,q] exits (to the right ) from the closure of S.
Proof: We begin byshowing that f(T)«S is contained in a subset of T. Let l1 be the leftmost vertical line intersected by Ws[f(a), q). Note that l1 is contained in S because Ws[f(a),q) Ã S. Define S1 to be the open strip between thelines l1 and vq.
	Define a1 to be the point on l1« Ws[f(a), q) that is closest to qalong Ws. Thus Ws(a1, q) iscontained in S1. By the Jordon curve theorem, the set S1-Ws(a1, q) is the disjoint union of two open connected setsT1 and B1, with T1 above B1.
	Since f twists to the right, the image of every vertical is a graphover the x-axis. Thus there exists a point b Ã labove a such that f(b) Ã vq. Denote the verticalline segment joining a and b by g. Furthermore f(b) must be above q, sinceotherwise f(g) would intersect Ws(f(a),q),which it cannot do since g does not intersect Ws(a,q). Let d be the vertical line segment joining q and f(b). 
	Then f(T) « S is a bounded open set with boundary equal tothe simple closed curve consisting of the three arcs f(g),Ws[f(a),q], and d. Thus by the Jordon curvetheorem, f(T) « S is connected. Furthermore, f(T)«S is contained inS1 because its boundary is contained in the closure ofS1. Finally, f(T)«S is contained in eitherT1 or B1 because it is connected and does not intersect Ws[a1, q]. However, since the closure of f(T)«Scontains the point f(b), f(T) « S must be contained inT1. 
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Fig.7. Definition of the regions T, B, T1 and B1 forthe proof of Proposition 2.
	Repeat thepreceding arguments on S1 constructing a sequence of stripsSj and points aj. The points aj converge to q at least as fast as the iterates of a. Therefore the lines lj converge to the line vq. Further, if we assumethat the orbit of a point z is contained in T then fj(z) belongs to Tj. 
	Thus if the orbit of z does not exit from S, then its omega limitset would have to be contained in d. However, since f has twist, theonly invariant set in d is q. Thus z must belong to thestable manifold of q. However, by assumption every point in T and hence z is not inWs[a,q]. Therefore for some j>0, fj(z) belongs to the half open segment Ws[a, f(a)) ofstable manifold between a and f(a). This segment is outside the closure of f(T)«S and hencefj(z) does not belong to this closed set. This is acontradiction because fj(z) does belong to f(T)«S . Hence the orbit of z must exit from S.
	By twist, every point on the vertical half lines above b and q maps outside the closure of S. The vertical segment g between a and b maps into T. Thus every point in the closure of T that doesnot belong to Ws[a,q] exits to the right from the closure of S.o
	In the proof of Prop. 2 we did not assume that the segment of stablemanifold Ws(f(a),q) is contained in the strip betweenvq and vf(a); however,  Prop. 2 actually implies that this is true and thus that a1 = a. This follows since every point in T1must exit S, so T1 cannot intersect Ws[a,q]. Applying the same conclusion to the original strip S shows that thepreimage of Ws[a,q] cannot intersect T.
	Proof of theorem 1: The complement of the resonance zone can be brokeninto four pieces. Each piece is the part of a vertical strip above or belowa segment of stable or unstable manifold forming the boundary of the resonance zone. For example, one piece is the part of the strip between thevertical lines va and vq that is above the stablesegment Ws[a,q]. By Prop. 2 the forward orbits of all points in this piece exit thisstrip to the right. A second piece of the complement is the part of thevertical strip between the lines vp and va that isabove the unstable segment Wu[p,a]. Proposition 2 applied to f-1, which is aleft-twisting map, shows that the backward orbit of any point in this pieceexits this strip to the left. The two pieces of the complement that are below the resonance zone aretreated similarly.o
	For an (m,n) resonance, the strip V is replaced by a set of n stripsusing the gaps in the minimizing periodic orbit. Let Vt be thevertical strip defined by the closure of the gap gt associated with a minimizing (m.n) orbit: Vt = {z : p(z) Œ O(_,g)t}.Then an orbit is said to be in the set of strips Vt if there isa kŒZ such
	p(zt) Œ O(_,g)t+k for all tŒZ 	(13)
Since the stableand unstable manifolds of the minimizing orbit and its right neighborintersect to form a heteroclinic cycle, the resonance construction can begeneralized to this case 5 and is easy to generalize Th. 1:
Theorem 3:For a twist map satisfying hypothesis A for the (m,n) resonance, the set ofpoints whose orbits are contained in the sequence of strips Vt associated with the (m,n) resonance is identical to the maximal invariantset of the (m,n) resonance.
	Thus theinvariant sets contained in the strips are identical to those in theresonance zones. Furthermore a result of Easton implies that the asymptotic escaperates for these sets are the same, since they can be made into nestedisolating blocks 22. It is numerically simpler to construct the exit time decomposition forthe strip than for the resonance itself. However, our prime motivation forthis construction is its generalization to four dimensions, which we deferuntil §7.
	One deficiency of the strip is that it uses vertical lines asboundaries. These appear artificially since they have no invariantdefinition—though of course the vertical is privileged due to the definition of twist.We discuss an alternate definition next.
6. The WidthFunction
For a symplectictwist map, f, of the plane, the width of a point z=(x,y) relative tofrequency w is defined as 
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where t is anyinteger. The set of points with ww £ 1 will bedenoted Ww. This set is invariant, since accordingto the definition ww(z)  = ww(f(z)). If the width of an orbit is bounded, thenthe orbit {zt} has rotation number w, according to thedefinition (4). 
	A similar set is Lw, which denotes the set ofpoints whose orbits remain close to the linear orbit
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This is aninteresting set, since there is an w such that  each ordered orbit,(8), is in Lw 3. In particular the minimizing and minimax orbits of frequency w arein Lw. We can show that Ww isa subset of Lw; moreover,
Lemma 4:Ww is the maximal invariant subset of Lw.
Proof: First weshow that Ww Ã Lw;for if z ŒWw, then, letting xt= π(ft(z)), we have
	–1 £ [xt+j - w(t+j)] - [xt-wt] £ 1
for any t and j,since otherwise the width would be too large. Rearranging this gives|xt+j – xt – wj| < 1, and thuszt Œ Lw. Furthermore, if there is a point z Œ Lw whose orbit is also in Lw, thenwe have | xt+j – xj – wt | £1 for any t and j, so 
	| xt+j – w(j+t) – (xj – wj) | £ 1
which implies thatww(zj) £ 1.q
	We will now show that the set of orbits of width one is alsocontained within the resonance, and therefore computations of the widthfunction can be used to describe exit times. We begin by considering the(0,1) resonance, setting w = 0/1, and dropping the subscript, W  = W0.
Hypothesis B: We assume in addition to hypothesis A, that the upperturnstile is entirely to the left of the vertical line va, andthat its iterate is entirely to the right of va. Consequentlythe upper entry set E is entirely to the left of va and the upper exit set Iis entirely to the right of va, recall Fig. 6. We make asimilar assumption about the lower turnstile, relative to the linevb.
This hypothesis appears true for the standard map from numericalcomputations. For the case considered by Veerman and Tangerman 21, the boundaries of the turnstile can be chosen to be Lipschitz graphs, andso the turnstile is contained in a vertical strip, and the exit set and thepreimage of the entry set are separated by a vertical line. This, while notquite equivalent to hypothesis B, is also sufficient to prove the next theorem.
Theorem 5:For a twist map satisfying hypothesis B, the set of orbits W is themaximal invariant set in the (0,1) resonance R (or more precisely the setof integer translates of R).
We begin the proofwith a simpler proposition. Denote the vertical line through q byvq, and choose another vertical line r to the right ofq. Let S¢ denote the open strip between vq and r. Let Wu denote the right-going unstable manifold of q. The point ofr « Wu closest to q along Wuis denoted a¢. Thus the open segment of unstable manifold Wu(q,a¢) is contained in S¢. By the Jordon curve theorem,the set S¢-Wu(q,a¢) is the disjoint union of two open connected sets T¢ and B¢, with T¢ “above” B¢. 
Proposition6: Every point in the closure of T¢, except q, either exitsto the right from the closure of S¢ or enters B¢.
Proof: The inverseof f is also a twist map that twists to the left. Therefore the closure Cof            f-1(T¢)«T¢ is a compact set. By the twist condition, the boundary of the set T¢-C maps to the right of r  or into B¢, thus eachpoint of the closure of T¢ not in C exits S¢ to theright, or enters B¢. On the other hand, suppose z belongs to C. If the orbit of zdoes not enter B¢ and does not exit from S¢ then itmust remain in C. Thus its omega limit set, W(z), is anon-empty invariant set. Note that W(z) is not contained in Wu[q,a¢] because ifit were then W(z) would have to be the fixed point q. In thiscase some iterate of z would belong to the local stable manifold ofq; however, the local stable manifold of q does not intersect C,because, for a right twist map, the right going branch of the local unstable manifold is above the right going branch of thelocal stable manifold (as is easy to demonstrate by looking at the matrixDf(q)). Therefore there exists a point w in W(z) that isnot in Wu[q,a¢] . However in this case, according to Prop. 2 for f-1 applied to the strip S¢, the backward orbit of w mustexit the strip to the left. This contradicts the invariance of W(z).o
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Fig. 8. Sketch for the proof of Proposition 6.
Proposition7:  Consider the union of the two strips S and S¢. Let zbelong to the closure of T»T¢ minus Ws[a,q] and Wu[q,a¢]. If the orbit of z does not intersect B orB¢ then it must cross S»S¢ from left toright.
 Proof:  Supposefirst that z belongs to the closure of T minus Ws[a,q]. By Prop. 2, the orbit of z exits the strip S to the right. Since by hypothesis it cannot enter B¢ it must enter T¢ or exit S»S¢ to theright as required. On the other hand, if it enters T¢ or startsin the closure of T¢ then Prop 6 implies that it must also exit S¢ to the right.Finally, to show that the backward orbit must exit to the left, apply thepreceding argument to f-1.o
Proof of Theorem 5:  The upper boundary of the resonance R and itstranslates form a “partial barrier” separating the plane into top and bottom components. If an orbit staysabove R and its translates, then Prop. 7 implies that the orbit has widthgreater than 1. Orbits that cross the partial barrier must intersect thesets E or I or their translates. Consider an orbit that crosses from below through theset E. If it recrosses the barrier then some point on the orbit mustbe in I  or one of its translates. By hypothesis B the distancebetween E and each of the translates of I is greater than one, so in thiscase the width would be greater than one. On the other hand, an orbit thatintersects E  cannot re-enter the resonance through I, because by hypothesis B, the image of E is to the right of thevertical line that forms the right boundary of T, and every point inT exits to the right by Prop. 2.
A similar argument works for orbits that start below the chain oftranslates of R. Thus the only orbits of width less than or equal to 1 mustbe contained in one of the translates of R.o
	The generalization of the theorem to an (m,n) resonance that satisfieshypothesis B is straightforward. It is based on the fact that such aresonance has a turnstile in only one of the n islands, and thus when apoint is above the resonance, it is forced to rotate around the cylinder at least m times before it could possibly enter the resonance. 
	We show computations of the exit times using the width criterion inFigs. 9 and 10. One advantage of the width criterion, over the strip, isthat there is no artificial discontinuity on vertical lines—the discontinuity appearing with the choice w = 1 is dynamically significant since this corresponds to the orbit undergoing acomplete rotation around the cylinder. Secondly, one does not have to knowthe position of the hyperbolic periodic points in order to compute thewidth. Otherwise Fig. 9 is quite similar to Fig. 4. The discontinuities appear to lie along approximations ofthe stable and unstable manifolds. Another advantage of the width functionis that it allows classification of the trapped orbits. In the figures wecolor those orbits with w < 1 for the first 100 iterates according to their widths—this shows the structure of the trapped invariant set. Figure 10 displays acomputation for the case when the fixed point at x = 0 has become unstableto a period two orbit. The light blue curves outline the stable and unstable manifolds in a striking way. 
	As k increases, the computations give a nice visualization of the formationof the horseshoe in the resonance zone R; this occurs slightly below k =8.3. The exit time decomposition in the case of the horseshoe correspondssimply to the cantor set construction of the horseshoe itself. 
Fig. 9.Transit times computed for the standard map at k = 2.0 using the widthfunction; boundaries are the same as Fig. 3. The colors ranging from blackthrough orange to yellow then white correspond to orbits whose width exceeds one during itsfirst 100 iterates. Orbits with w<1 are colored green to magenta to blue inthe direction of decreasing width. These correspond to the orbits trappedin the resonance.
Fig. 10. Transit times for k = 4.7 using the width function; boundaries arethe same as Fig. 3. Colors ranging from light to dark blue to yellowcorrespond to the time at which the width exceeds one, up to 100 iterates. Orbits with w<1 are colored shades of red.
7. Four Dimensions
Little is knownabout transport in high dimensional phase spaces. Numerical studiesindicate that some structure analogous to resonances appears to exist 23. Some results were obtained by Wiggins 11, who studied a weakly coupled pair of area preserving maps, one of whichis integrable and the other of which has a transverse homoclinicconnection. In this case, stability of normally hyperbolic sets impliesthat the standard two dimensional transport results persist for weak coupling.
	Here we consider an example introduced by Froeschlé 24corresponding to coupled standard maps  The family on T2¥R2 is given by (5) with the potential 
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	(16)
There are(generically) four fixed points at (x,y) = (1/2(m,n), 0), where m,n Œ {0,1}—these correspond to critical points of v. Typically one of these points ishyperbolic, one elliptic, and two are half elliptic and half hyperbolic(i.e. one eigenvalue pair of unit modulus and the other real). For small cand positive a and b, are four hyperbolic fixed points in C located at (-.5,-.5,0,0), (.5,-.5,0,0),(-.5,.5,0,0), and (.5,.5,0,0). The point with coordinates (0,0,0,0) iselliptic. 
 	An analogue of the strip considered before is the “cylinder” 
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;	(17)
this set is quitenatural when c = 0. We study the maximal invariant set in C in terms of theexit time function.
	The stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed points aretwo dimensional and therefore do not separate volumes in phase space. It isno longer possible to construct a resonance zone whose boundary consists of pieces of stable and unstable manifolds ofhyperbolic fixed points. However, it does make sense to study the maximalinvariant set contained in C. The geometry of this set may reveal howArnold diffusion occurs in the neighborhood of the elliptic fixed point (0,0,0,0).
	The invariant set contained in C is compact, a fact that follows from
Proposition8: The set C «f-1(C) is diffeomorphic to a fourdimensional cube.
Proof:  Let j: R4 Æ R4 be the smooth map definedby
	j(x,y) = (x,π(f(x,y)) = (x,x¢ ) .
Since f is a twistmap, j restricted to the set π-1(x) is one toone, and the set {π(f(x,y)) : yŒR2} is the entire plane. It follows that j is one to one andonto. The Jacobian matrix of j has the form 
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By the twistcondition, the 2 by 2 submatrix ∂x¢/∂y is non-singular;therefore Dj is non-singular. Hence by the inverse function theorem,j has a smooth inverse and is therefore a diffeomorphism. From thedefinition of j it follows that the set C «f-1(C) is mapped to the four dimensional cube	 
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	It follows immediately from Proposition 8 that the maximal invariant set contained in C is compact. The geometry of this invariant set can be probedby taking two dimensional slices of C and restricting the exit timefunction to these slices. The intersection of the invariant set with such a slice is the set of points withinfinite forward and backward exit times. Pixels are colored as beforeaccording to exit time from C. The curves that separate regions ofdifferent colors are evidently generated by the intersections of preimages of the three dimensionalboundary of C with the chosen two dimensional plane slice of C. This isreasonable because a three dimensional submanifold intersects a twodimensional submanifold of a four dimensional manifold generically in a one dimensional manifold or curve.
	For the four dimensional case, the width of an orbit can be computedin any direction in the configuration space. For lack of a compellingchoice, we take the width to be the maximum of the widths computed for each component; in other words,  for z = (x1,x2,y1,y2) we compute the widths 
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and define 
	w(z) = max(w1(z),w2(z))   .	(19)
 Thus an orbit can acquire large width either by rotating in the x1 or the x2 direction. 
	As a corollary to Prop. 8, the set of orbits in T2¥R2 for which  w £ 1 is alsocompact, since it is contained in the set for which 
	max(|xl – x1¢|, |x2 –x2¢|) £ 1.
	Thereare a number of interesting two dimensional slices; in Fig 11 we show four.The top two panels are the canonical planes and since the complementary canonical pair is setto zero, the exit time distribution appears similar to two dimensionalcase; however, in detail the shapes are unlike the structure of thestandard map pictures—note particularly the red regions in the left panel. The bottom left panelshows the momentum plane for x = 0. It shows a connected trapped(black) region surrounding y = 0 that is the analogue of the island surrounding the fixed point in the twodimensional case. Most orbits within this region lie on invariant two-tori. It appears that this regionis a four-volume. Note however the appearance of escaping (white and red)regions within the connected black component—these can never occur in the two dimensional case. The last panel shows theconfiguration plane for y = 0; since the domain of the figure is(-1,1)¥(-1,1) there are nine copies of the elliptic point shown. Note that theboundary between fundamental domains on T2 is complex implyingthat we should use a different norm than that in (19). 
	The orbits trapped near the elliptic fixed point are outlined evenwith short time computations of the width function, as shown in Fig. 12 forthe x = 0 slice. Here the first 100 iterates are colored using the scale shown.Those orbits that escape in times 100 to 106 are shown inwhite, and those whose exit time is larger than 106 are black. The set of trapped orbits becomes increasingly well defined forlong times and there are disconnected components (corresponding to islandsaround the main island) and holes as before. Nevertheless, most orbits escape inthe first 100 iterations, and by 106 iterations, as far at thecomputations are concerned, almost no orbits escape.
Fig. 11.Exit times using the width function for the Froeshlé map with a = 1.0, b= 2.0, and c = 0.8.  Each panel represents a different slice: the planes(x2,y2) = 0, (x1,y1) = 0, (x1,x2) = 0, and (y1,y2) = 0.The domain of each panel is (-1,1)¥(-1,1).  Colors range from blues for short times, to reds for intermediate times, togreys for longer times. Points that do not escape in 100 iterates arecolored black.
Fig. 12. Exit times usingthe width function for the slice x = 0 for the Froeshlé mapwith a = 1.0, b = 0.5 and c = 1.0. The domain of the figure is (y1,y2) = (-0.5,0.5)¥(-0.5,0.5). The colors ranging from blue to white indicate exittimes between 1 and 100 as shown in the color scale at the bottom. Pointsthat have w<1 for 106 iterates are colored black.

	The escape time distribution computed using the width function forvarious parameter values is shown in Fig. 13. The distribution is power lawin nature, et ~ t-a, with anexponent that ranges from about a= -1.1 for the case c = 0.01, to a = 1.3 for c = 0.1. No exponents significantly deviating from these havebeen observed, but it is not known whether there is a universal exponentassociated with this process. These exponents are considerably smaller thanthose observed for the two dimensional case, recall Fig. 5, though much longer computations would be requiredto  confirm this smaller value for a.
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Fig 13.Normalized escape time distributions (time at which the width exceedsunity) for initial points in the x = 0 slice for a=1.0 and b=0.5 with varying values of c. The vertical axis isthe probability of escape per unit time for those particles that doeventually escape. The computations were done for a box of size 500¥500 pixels, each was iterated up to 106 steps. The statisticsbecome noisy when et < 2(10)-8 as only a fewparticles escape during each temporal bin of 5000 iterates. 
Fig. 14. Enlargement of asmall region in the x = 0 plane for a=1.0, b = 1.5, c = 0.5. Thedomain of the figure is (0.085,-0.24)¥(0.145,-0.228). Exit times for the first 1000 iterates are shown using thewidth function. The color scale is shown at the bottom of the figure. Notethe disconnected red regions, and the varying complexity of the border ofthe non-escaping black region.
8. Conclusions
The exit andtransit time decompositions of a set yield statistical measures oftransport with physical relevance.  For the two dimensional case, resonance zones arethe dynamically natural regions to use for these studies; however, we haveshown that the set of orbits trapped a vertical strip, or set of strips,containing the resonance is identical to that of the resonance itself. Thus the exit time distribution ofthe resonance and the strip have the same asymptotic form. Furthermore,since the stable and unstable manifolds of the resonance need not beconstructed to study escape from the strip, the computations are easier. A third measure of escape is provided by thewidth function, that measures the deviation of an orbit from a givenfrequency of rotation. For a given rational frequency, the set of orbits ofwidth less than one is identical to those trapped in the resonance. An orbit whose width exceeds one hasrotated around the cylinder at least once more or less then it should have.The calculation of the width function does not require that the hyperbolicperiodic orbit be found, and thus it is easily implemented.
	For four and higher dimensional systems there is no simple construction ofa resonance zone. Nevertheless, computations of escape from a fourdimensional cylinder as well as those of orbits with width less than oneshow that there are four dimensional regions trapped around an elliptic fixed point analogous to those orbitstrapped in a 2D resonance. These volumes include the families of invarianttori given by the KAM theorem, but undoubtedly also include orbits that arenot strictly stable, and that will eventually escape. However, the computations implythere is a zone of “practical” stability, and it is this concept that the computations quantify. Theboundary of this trapped set contains smooth regions as well asdisconnected tubes that appear to wend their way into the midst of the trapped regions. Wedo not have, as of yet, a dynamical explanation of these.
	A number of other open questions remain. We do not know whether theset of orbits trapped in the cylinder C is identical to those of width less than one, as it is in the two dimensional case.Furthermore, though the choice of the strip in the two dimensional case isnatural, since its boundaries are formed from vertical lines through thehyperbolic fixed points, for four dimensions only the 2 dimensional edges of the cylinder C are similarly natural—there is no dynamical reason to use 3 dimensional planes to connect theseedges. Similarly it is not clear which of the translates of the hyperbolicfixed points should form the proper fundamental domain for the definition of the cylinder. A relatedissue arises with the proper choice of norm for the width function. In thenorm we used, (19), there is an artificial use of the square inconfiguration space as the boundary. 
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